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News
better, when you got ‘the one’. She amounts to
probably, like, a million of the other ones. I think
when you know, you know. She’s the One”.
A$AP Rocky further stated that starting a family
is ‘in my destiny, absolutely’. He continued "I
think I'd be an incredible, remarkably overall
amazing dad. I would have a very fly child. Very."
Back in November 2020, a source confirmed
PEOPLE that Rihanna and Rocky were dating
each other after years of friendship. After
Rihanna split from her boyfriend Hassan, the
couple sparked romance rumors. The following
year saw Rihanna and A$AP Rocky collaborating
for the Fenty Skin campaign and giving several
interviews together.
Rihanna hinted about her planning back in
March 2020, when she told British Vogue that she
was ‘realizing life is really short’ and was willing
to find a new no-nonsense approach to living.

Singer and Fashion Icon
Rihanna and Rapper A$AP
Rocky are Expecting their
First Child
Famous singer Rihanna is expecting her first baby with rapper
A$AP Rocky.
Donning a long pink jacket, Rihanna revealed her baby bump when
the couple was photographed out in New York City last weekend.
The jacket, unbuttoned at the bottom, revealed her growing bump
in a gold cross with colorful jewels.
The series of photos included a sweet one in which A$AP Rocky
kisses Rihanna on her forehead as they enjoyed a snowy walk
outdoors.
A$AP told GQ about his romance with Rihanna back in May, calling
her the “love of my life”. He stated that being in a relationship with
Rihanna felt like “so much better. So much
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She said, "You don't have a lot of time to tolerate
s----, you know? You put so much on your plate.
When you are overwhelmed, you need to start
cutting things out. And I am overwhelmed too
much, what’s happening now is that I'm going
back to black and white. My gray area is shutting
down."She continued "I know I will want to live
differently”, and clarified that in the coming ten
years, she wants to see herself having ‘three or
four' children, be it with a partner or without a
partner.She added "I feel like society makes me
want to feel like, 'Oh, you got it wrong …' They
diminish you as a mother if there's not a dad in
your kids' lives, But the only thing that matters is
happiness; that's the only healthy relationship
between a parent and a child. That's the only
thing that can raise a child truly, is love."

Music News

Cristina
"Vita"
Aranda is
Dead after
Reportedly
being Shot
at Ja'umina
Fest
Concert in
Paraguay
Cristina “Vita” Aranda, model and
mother of three died at the age of 29
as Paraguayan soccer star Ivan
Torres is mourning the loss of his
estranged wife.
The Club Olimpia star player Ivan
Torres shared the sad news on his
Instagram page on Monday.
Ivan’s note read, "One of Cristina's
priorities was to be close to her
followers.” Ivan also invited fans for
"their last goodbye" by paying the
final respects to her at a funeral
home in Asunción, in Paraguay.
The statement read, "Out of respect
in this delicate moment, the
entrance to the wake room will be
exclusively for family and friends,
we appreciate your desire to
accompany us in this delicate
moment. We ask you to use the
space on the ground floor to leave a
dedication and pay tribute to Vita."

Reports published by the BBC and
ABC stated that the model was
shot at a music festival on 30
January and was confirmed dead.
The shooting took place at the
Ja’umina Fest concert, which
hosted thousands of people at the
Jose Asunción amphitheater. The
incident led to the death of two
people and injuring at least four.
The Cordillera police
departmentdirector Benicio
Ramirez told reporters that
Cristina was not the ‘target’ and
stated, "The lady was waiting for
her husband,"
Cristina was famous on Instagram
with a huge 520,000-follower base.
She recently captioned a photo in
Spanish with her son, which
translated "The most

beautiful hug in the world." The
model also celebrated the New Year
with her three kids and captioned a
photo in Spanish, which translated
"My reason to be."
Cristina announced last month that
she and Ivan were getting a divorce.
Her statement read, “First of all, my
personal life has always been closely
related to my professional life, I have
decided to divorce and continue with
my life alone. I will NOT expla in the
reasons and I hope you respect that
decision all for the care that my
family deserves."
Tributes have already been pouring
in both Ivan and Cristina’s accounts
as fellow influencers are showing
their heartfelt condolences amid
news of her passing.
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Music

The Rich History Behind the
Legendary Indian Military Music

The Indian military band has a colonial
history that the government is trying to
defy by removing the British-influenced
music from its military music.
The Beating Retreat music list by the
Indian military released a few days ago
caused a stir all over the country. The
hymn, ‘Abide With Me’ was dropped
from the list of music that is played at
the annual Republic Day celebration.
The song was traditionally played at the
end of the Republic Day ceremony
every year. As per the government, it
was done due to the ‘ongoing process of
decolonizing India’.
Many have said that the hymn was
Mahatma Gandhi’s favorite and
dropping it from the ceremony is a part
of the current government’s scheme to
minimize the significance of Gandhi.
Others have said it is a good decision to
choose Indian music over non-Indian
ones as India has a rich musical legacy
of its own.
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The pipe bands were introduced to
the Sikh, Pathan, and Gorkha
regiments in the late 19th century.
After the independence of India, a
massive gathering of the country’s
military bands is held at New Delhi
each year on the Republic Day of
the country since 1950. The
arrangement is based on a 16thcentury military ceremony held in
England, which was used to call the
nearby patrolling units back to the
castle. The Scottish hymn, ‘Abide
With Me’ is played every year at the
end of the ceremony.

The argumentis not so simple, as
both parties have strong points to
back their arguments.

The history of Indian
military music
The use of martial music can be
found in the era of the Maratha
Empire in the 17th century. The
concept of an organized military
band was first introduced to India
in the 1700s by the British Army.
And before the First World War, all
the regiments of the Indian Army
had military bands which were
formed to make the Indian
population appreciate European
music better.

The debate
A military official said that the song
has a strong connection with the
Indian population as it honors all
the fallen heroes who gave their
lives for the country. A retired
colonel has said that dropping the
hymn is like defying tradition.
The senior adviser for the
information and broadcasting
ministry, Kanchan Gupta said that
India has been independent for 75
years and there is no point in still
following the British traditions.
Many are accusing the government
of religious politics for the step. Mr.
Gupta denied the accusation and
said it’s all about the ‘new India
breaking free’.

Music Review
Enjoy the boujee hip-hop
grooves of Nick Minaj along
with Lil Baby’s hard-hitting
bars in the latest official
music video of the banger,
‘Do We Have A Problem?’.

B

ringing back the bad
boujee energy in her tracks,
Nicki Minaj is breaking
some ground again with her
latest banger ‘Do We Have A
Problem?’ featuring Lil
Baby.

NICKY MINAJ'S LATEST
BANGER 'DO WE HAVE A
PROBLEM?' FEAT. LIL
BABY IS ENVELOPING
EVERYONE

Not only just musically, but
the cinematic music video
of the track is captivating
fans around the world. In
the music video, Nicky
seems to work on a secret
mission where she is
supposed to take out a
target from the top criminal
organization.

Hardrict also points her as
the mole of the organization
however,

However, Nicky is still
struggling with the
allegation of rape against
Nicky’s husband Kenneth
Petty. The case takes a more
controversial turn where
Nicky and Kenneth are being
accused of intimidating the
victim and forcing her to
withdraw.
However, the investigation
is still going and there is
nothing concrete yet. Not to
mention but last year Nicky
Minaj has re-released her
earlier project ‘Beam Me Up
Scotty’; a mixtape that was
released in 2009.

Actors Joseph Sikora and
Cory Hardrict have
performed in the music
video as well along with the
unwavering presence of Lil
Baby.
With a clock time of around
9 minutes, director Benny
Boom has beautifully
arranged everything that
keeps the video as engaging
as a short film. Nicky is
starring as a secret agent
who came across criminal
Hadrict in an interrogation.
He tells her that “You can
acquire rare items that
money can’t even buy,”
addressing the meeting of
the top criminal
organizations.

twist at the end with
awesome cinematic
visuals.Nicky’s menacing
bars like “Tell em my nina
my bitch she a Have A
Problem?’ is making a buzz
in the industry with these
two powerhouse rappers
performing together.

The re-release includes
three bonus bangers. Stay
Tuned to explore the rap
queen of the music industry.

4.5/5
By Daily Music Roll

Nicky skillfully scoffs that off. She heads to the auction
with Sikora starred as her agent partner and finds Lil
Baby bidding on the curios. Nicky skillfully scoffs that
off. She heads to the auction with Sikora starred as her
agent partner and finds Lil Baby bidding on the curios.
The tension builds up fruitfully with a dramatic plot
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Upcoming

Singer

Established
Music Composer
MAQ’s Latest
Release, ‘Catch22’ Is a Brilliant
Representation of
the Future
Well-known American music
producer MAQ has made a
comeback in the global EDM scene
with his newest rhythmic
masterpiece, ‘Catch-22’ featuring
tantalizing beats.
Music is an art form that serves as a
communication tool between the
creator and listener. Eminent film
music composer Ilya Truskovsky,
better known by his
pseudonym MAQ, has established a
brilliant soundscape that is rich in
versatile rhythmic influences. He
has recently given his fans a
wonderful sonic treat called, ‘Catch22’ that reveals his deepest
emotions. The single released on
February 4th has already created a
sensation among global EDM lovers
because of its ethereal and unique
melodic flow crafted with so much
care. The track opens with an
ecstatic cadence that slowly picks
up an out-worldly acoustic
resonance that takes the audience
on an exciting thematic adventure.
The genre of EDM showcases so
many possibilities if it is in the
hands of the right artist. MAQ is one
such musician who not only has a
natural gift for the genre but is
driven by his true passion to create
something new and unique in the
electronic music scene.
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He has put a lot much effort into
his latest composition, which
could be depicted as one of finest
any day. The soundtrack has a
much deeper meaning that makes
the listeners think twice about
their life and surroundings.
Ilya Truskovsky is a Los Angelesbased music producer and DJ who
has had a rich career in musicmaking. He stepped into the music
world as an artist and a co-founder
of Deja Vu Records in 2002. He has
been making incredible electronic
dance music ever since and has
two award-winning albums under
his belt as well. He had spent long
years working in the film music
scene staying away from making
new EDM music completely. In
2022, he finally decided to try his
hands

again in electronic music and put his
years of experience and
understanding of the genre to use.
Even he was in a long break from
EDM music, the brilliant artist
hasstill managed to make a
permanent mark on the hearts of the
global EDM enthusiasts.
He started the new year with the
release of a brand-new EDM
banger, ‘Catch-22’. The track
represents his thoughts and emotions
about humankind in its current state.
The tracks come along with a music
video on YouTube that reveals the
imagery of life itself over a barren
planet, which he thinks is the future
of humankind and the world they live
in. The song is available on Spotify,
Apple Music, and YouTube.

Upcoming Singer

Mr. Depression
Makes You
Valentine’s
Week More
Special with
the Song
'Dance under
the Stars'
Artist Mr. Depression has come with
his latest song ‘Dance under the
Stars’ on YouTube. The song will be
available on all the platforms on
14th Feb.
Having dealt with the situation of
depression, the artist knows the
pain of a person going through that.
To encourage and motivate them,
and uplift his life from the web of
the mental disorder, the artist Mr.
Depression has given some
purpose-driven melodic piece of
music. ‘Dance under the Stars’ is a
romantic song which will be
released on all platforms on 14th
February and will be featured on
2hotradio Valentine’s Day weekend.
The artist has been a prey to the
mental disorder called depression
since his childhood. Moreover, the
most praiseworthy thing about the
song is its ability to create a positive
environment around you while
listening to the song.
Artist Mr. Depression is one of the
most influential singers, song
makers, and music producers. The
artist is one of the most promising
artists of this generation. Most of
the song is a mix of hip-hop and
R&B. The kind of music he
produces is cheerful, calm and

composed. The songs he creates
are life centric and inspiring for the
listeners. He, at a very early age,
has understood the effectiveness
of music which helps him to be
more realistic in his journey to
perfection.
The artist is an upcoming music
sensation. With the growing
followers on tik tok and listeners
worldwide the artist is moving
towards his goal at top speed.
Moreover, at such an early age, he
has achieved a seemingly
impossible feat in his career. The
artist is aware of the situation of
mental imbalances. His
understanding of music helped
him to get the essence of music,
which results in some of the
brilliant crafts such as, ‘Headlight’,
I Need You’, You, Blue

and others. All his songs are meant to
impress the listeners.
The latest song of the artist is not
only praiseworthy and worth
remembering but also it is indeed the
most expressive song of the artist. It
is charming and relieving. The
background music is so calming and
cheerful that it can fix a broken heart
or a fragile mind.
Above all, it is a note to the beloved.
In that sense, it is a love song. The
song is written for his beloved who
comes as the motivation of his life.
So, listen to the song ‘Dance under
the Stars’ of the artist on YouTube.
The artist deserves acclamations for
the song. To know more about the
artist follows him on Instagram,
YouTube, and Apple Music.
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Upcoming

Singer
dance floor forgetting all their worries.
The prolific singer has a rare gift to recognize the
potential of rhythms and melodic elements and
how they will fit into the particular song.
He has infused the right ingredients of beats,
rhythms, vocals, and lyrics in the latest single
making it one of his finest creations so far. The
melodic flow will transport the listeners to the
beautiful backdrop of the African continent
breaking the monotony of conventional music.
The creative lyrical arrangement in the song also
separates it from the other contemporaries. His
unique storytelling styles effortlessly bring the
words of the single to life.

Nigerian Afrobeats Artist
Mr. Feel’s Upcoming
Single ‘On Guard’ will
Showcase his Finest
Performance So Far
Young and talented Afrobeats singersongwriter Mr. Feel promises to blow the minds
of his fans with the use of epic resonance in his
impending track ‘On Guard’.
Africa is not just rich in culture but has a great heritage in music as
well. Supremely talented singer-songwriter from Nigeria, Mr. Feel is
bringing the brilliance of African music with his exceptional
soundscape. The gifted artist is all set to drop a brand-new number
‘On Guard’ on February 18th from his upcoming EP, ‘The Rising’.
He has used an amazing blend of Afro-Beats, Afro-fusion, and
Afro-Pop in the song giving the audience a tantalizing sonic
experience. The sublime and witty storytelling crafted with so
much dedication has taken the track to another level. The song is
groovy enough to bring the audience to the
WWW.DAILYMUSICROLL.COM | MARCH 2022 | 12

Based out of Nigeria, the creative musician
developed a passion for music as he started
listening to songs from different genres. He soon
grew a special inclination for African music over
other genres. He began singing in the church
choir when he was only 9, which shaped him as a
musician. He recorded his first song, ‘WHY’ at 13
and it became a huge hit both locally and
internationally. After a long hiatus starting from
2012, he stepped back into the music scene in
2017 with his massive hit single, ‘YOGA’.

His mesmerizing singing and rhythmic style in
his songs make him a person of great interest to
Afrobeats lovers around the world.
After delivering so many hits like ‘WOYO’, ‘I Can
Not Kill Myself’, ‘Fast Life’, ‘Vibes’, ‘Who’, and
‘Holy Water’, Mr. Feel is once again will be
breaking his own records with his upcoming
composition ‘On Guard’ releasing on February
18th this year. The song is a part of his highly
anticipated EP, ‘The Rising’, which will be
released soon after.
The fans hope to experience the signature
blissful resonance of his creations and his
soulful vocal performance in the upcoming
single as well. Follow him on Facebook and preorder the track on Spotify.

Upcoming Singer
in the track. The artist’s soulful voice blended
with soothing background music can fill all
hearts with love. The blend of genres in her latest
track goes on to highlight her talent as a music
artist.
Hailing from Houston, United States, Shelia
Moore-Piper has perfectly mastered her craft
and has become a true genius at her work. The
Christian Soul and R&B artist has been
associated with music for a very long time and
has come up with productions, which are
capable of engaging a huge audience.
The artist is quite diverse with her talent, as she
stretches over a variety of styles. The artist often
utilizes soul and jazz undertones. She also offers
some groovy punk music with light smatterings
of Motown and disco. The artist believes in
encompassing a universal message of worship,
self-love, and hope with her music.
The artist penetrates the hearts of the audience
with her magical works and is filling the ears of
all the listeners around the world with her soulful
melody. With her versatility, the artist’s voice is
capable of matching any genre of music. She has
always lived up to the expectations of her fans
throughout the world and has come up with
productions, which are worth applauding. Some
of her works include tracks like ‘Let’s Celebrate’,
‘ITS TIME’, and many more.

R&B AND SOUL MUSIC ARTIST SHELIA
MOORE-PIPER HAS COME UP WITH HER NEW
TRACK 'LOVE IS A BEAUTIFUL THING'
With mesmerizing voice and smooth lyrical prowess, Christian Soul
artist Shelia Moore-Piper has come up with her brand new track
‘Love Is A Beautiful Thing’.
Music artist Shelia Moore-Piper has come up with her brand-new
and soulful track ‘Love Is A Beautiful Thing’, which is offering
listeners a refreshing experience of R&B and Christian Soul music.
The unique presentation style from the artist in her new track will
surely attract many music lovers from around the world. The
significance of true love has been well versed with the lyrics

Her latest work ‘Love Is A Beautiful Thing’
symbolizes the amount of hard work, dedication,
and energy she has put in. With the artist’s
soulful and mesmerizing voice, the track has got
all the elements required. The mixing and
composition style is top-notch and truly
differentiates her from other artists.
The instruments played in the track, especially
the guitar tunes match the whole rhythm of the
track and make it one of a kind. Listen to her
latest track available on all the major musicstreaming platforms. Follow Shelia Moore-Piper
on Soundcloud, Spotify, Apple Music, YouTube,
Twitter, Facebook, and sheliamoorepiper.com
for getting all the latest updates that you will
need regarding her upcoming releases and more.
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Singer

Isaiah
Mclaughlin Is
Setting an
Example of True
Pop with His
Song 'As a
Parent'
Isaiah Mclaughlin, the new age pop
artist has come up with his debut
album ‘Paradise’. The song ‘As a
Parent’ is getting more recognized
for its unique approach.

Isaiah Mclaughlin, the emerging
pop singer, and performer is
spreading his musical aura with his
outstanding pieces of songs. The
artist has recently come up with a
song, named ‘As a Parent’. This song
from his debut album ‘Paradise’ is
getting a lot of attention from music
enthusiasts. The well-versed writeup and thematic music have
captivated the heart of the listeners.
Isaiah Mclaughlin, the young
prolific artist has come into the
industry and set the stage on fire
with his magnificent music. This
new artist is redefining dark pop
with his versatile works. His caliber
of writing deep lyrics and intriguing
music is beyond anyone’s reach.
Along with that, his outstanding
voice adds life to the tracks. This
independent artist single-handedly
manages to compose, record, and
produce his songs. His vast and
versatile approach makes him
different from other artists. He has
experimented a lot with his songs
and made them different from each
other. For that reason, people don’t
get bored
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listening to them. Other than
that the thematic flow of his songs
gets hooked easily and lingers on
the mind of the listener for a long
time.
This emerging artist has given a lot
of EPs in his brief career span.
With their enigmatic songs of
them, he successfully gathered
attention from pop lovers all
around the world. Some of his
prolific songs are, ‘Veins’, ‘At
Night’, ‘You Are’, and ‘Narcissist’.
All these songs are different from
each other. The lyrically and
musically enriched tracks have
helped him to make a solid fanbase
with them. His contribution to the
music industry is quite impressive.
He got inspired to come into the
entertainment industry by the

celebrated artist Michael Jackson.
Some of his famous EPs are‘Storm’,
‘Narcissist’, ‘Revolution’, and ‘Slave��.
All these contain a lot of
praiseworthy songs.
Isaiah Mclaughlin has recently come
with his debut album, named
‘Paradise’. The album has been made
with 13 outstanding songs that have
created a buzz among all pop lovers.
The heartfelt lyricism has depicted a
lot of stories of the artist. Among all
one song is getting more heard, titled
‘As a Parent’. The hookey and
rhythmic tune of it have captivated a
lot of listeners. Other than this some
more songs of it are, ‘Jungle Heat’,
‘It's on Them’, ‘Try to Break Me’, and
‘Red Rover’. All these exceptional
songs are available on Spotify, Apple
Music, and other major platforms.

Upcoming Singer
Musical contribution:
Martin Avari has given a lot of tracks in his career and all of
them is a big success for him. He is skilled at making and
mixing music. All of his songs click very easily and gets
hooked to the mind. His song has a different element that
lingers in mind for a long time.
The prowess music and the simple arrangements of his
songs leave a mark on the listener’s heart. Some of his
praiseworthy creations are, ‘Can't Get You Outta My Head’,
‘Don't Know Why’, ’Mask on’, and ‘Haunted’. With these
amazing tracks, this artist has been entertaining all the
EDM lovers and will do the same in the future too.

Latest release:

Martin Avari has Dropped his
Latest Music Video, Titled
‘Godspeed’

This Dubai based artist has recently shared his latest music
video on YouTube, named ‘Godspeed’. The song is
enriched with enigmatic music and lyricism. The upbeat
tune of this song gives an energetic feeling through it. The
groovy music of this song intrigues its listeners. Along with
the music the artist has created a video that is a little
different from any other music video.

Martin Avari is setting up an example of him in the EDM
industry. The artist is a profound musician and DJ. He
has recently dropped his latest music video ‘Godspeed’.
He has amazed everyone with his prolific and unique
music. The thematic music of his songs slowly grows as
the song progresses. The hooky sound design captivates
the listener’s heart and makes a solid fan base.
Martin Avari is a prolific artist and musician. He is a
talented DJ too. He came into the business at a very early
age in his life. He first mixed a song in front of the
audience at the tender age of 14. This talented artist is
completely independent. He single-handedly composes,
mixes and records his soundtracks. He produces his
songs too. He started his career in London and later he
developed his skills in the Middle East. This artist got
success to make his name in the industry for his unique
creation. His soundscape is completely different from
any other artist. His different way of presentation has
made him exceptional. Along with that, this artist has
given a lot of music but different types. People like his
music for its variant presentation.

One of the best things about this song is it gets hooked
from the very beginning of the soundtrack. The artist has
successfully spread positive vibes through this song. Along
with entertaining the audience, he is motivating too. After
this release, all of his fans are eagerly waiting for the next
release.
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‘I feel
‘fortunate’
to have
Sung 200
Songs with
Lata Ji’,
Said an
Emotional
Udit
Narayan
Singer Udit Narayan opens up an
emotional note on the passing away
of legendary Indian singer Lata
Mangeshkar. The singer feels
‘fortunate’ to have worked with her.
Lata Mangeshkar, who was born on
September 28, 1929, is widely
regarded as one of India's best
playback singers. She comes from a
family of talented musicians and
singers, and she has performed in
over 1,000 films in 36 languages.
'Lata Didi,' also known as the 'Queen
of Melody,' has recorded songs in
over 36 Indian and other languages.
Lata Mangeshkar, the legendary
vocalist, died in the Breach Candy
Hospital in Mumbai on Sunday,
February 6, at the age of 92. Over
the last three weeks, the Bharat
Ratna awardee was battling with life
as she was under treatment for
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COVID-19 and pneumonia.
As India mourns the death of the
92-year-old renowned vocalist, a
number of music industry
celebrities have expressed their
sorrow. Udit Narayan, who recently
opened up about Lata
Mangeshkar's death and dubbed
the late singer 'Kohinoor Heera,'
has joined the list.
On Sunday, singer Udit Narayan
refused to believe that India's
Nightingale, Lata Mangeshkar, was
no longer alive. Narayan feels
himself "fortunate" to have worked
with the late vocalist on songs like
Tu Mere Saamne (Darr, 1993),
Mehendi Laga Ke Rakhna (Dilwale
Dulhania Le Jayenge, 1995), and
the title track of Dil To Pagal Hai
(1997), among others.
The 66-year-old singer said “Main
apne aap ko bhagyashali samajhta
hoon. Jitna kaam mujhe Lata ji ke
saath mila, mujhe nahin lagta
[mere time ke] kisi aur singer ko
mila hoga. I guess I am the only
one who sang over 200 songs with

Lata ji. And all of them were super
hit. I also shared the stage with her
around eight times (for live shows).
She would say, ‘Udit, tumhari awaaz
original hai.’
Lata Mangeshkar ji saying something
like that was like Goddess Saraswati
blessing me.”
When Narayan learned that the
legend was no longer alive, he was
saddened. Narayan gets emotional
and says, "Ek hi Lata ji thi aur woh
chali gayin," calling it a sad news for
"Bollywood, the music fraternity, and
the entire world."
Mangeshkar is an important part of
India's musical history, according to
the singer, and she will live on. "The
6th of February, 2022, was a dark day.
She treated and loved me like a
younger brother and wished me well
whenever we crossed paths. It is no
coincidence that she passed away
around the time of Basant Panchami.
He signs off by saying, "It confirms
she was Goddess Saraswati herself."

Indian Music
Hospital as he was tested COVID positive,
though he recovered within a few days after the
admission.
The whole Indian movie industry has not even
recovered from the loss of the goddess of music
and all of a sudden the industry losses its Disco
King. His music was like a breath of fresh air to
the gravitating musicality of the 70s.
The charming aura that he carried along with his
heart-melting smile will not be there anymore.

MUSIC INDUSTRY WITNESSES ANOTHER
DEMISE OF THE DISCO KING OF BOLLYWOOD
BAPPI LAHIRI
The Indian music industry is shocked by the untimely death of the
legendary music composer and singer Bappi Lahiri. He was 69 and
was suffering from various health issues.
The celebrated music composer and singer Bappi Lahiri died at the
CritiCare Hospital Mumbai today at the age of 69. He popularized
the disco music genre in the Indian music industry and had ruled it
in the era of the 80s and 90s.

Kavita Krishnamurthi, the iconic singer, who
gave voice to various compositions of Bappi
Lahiri, said ‘It is extremely sad that Bappi da is
gone. Another great musician is gone. He had so
much music in him, and he still had so much
work he could have done beautifully.’
She goes on to add, ‘I have great respect for
Bappi Da. He has been a brother to me for so
many years. I got the opportunity to sing many
songs for him. He gave me one of my biggest
Bengali hits, Ami Kolkatar Roshogolla.’ While
remembering a Bengali song she sang for him.
Though, he will live through his musical body of
works in the hearts of music lovers forever.

Only 9 days before Lata Mangeskar had died and now Bappi Lahiri’s
death is like lightening out the blue. Various music artists from film
industry stars are mourning his sudden death.
The director of the CritiCAre Hospital, Deepak Namjoshi said,
‘Lahiri had been admitted to the hospital for a month and was
discharged on Monday. But his health deteriorated on Tuesday and
his family called for a doctor to visit their home.’
He further added, ‘He was brought to the hospital. He had multiple
health issues. He died due to OSA (obstructive sleep apnea) shortly
before midnight,’
The huge star is known for his hit numbers like ‘Chalte Chalte',
‘Disco Dancer’, and many more can be added to this list. One of his
latest compositions ‘Bhankas’ was released in 2020 in ‘Baaghi 3’.
The legendary composer made his last television appearance in
Salman Khan hosted reality show Bigg Boss 15, to promote his
grandson Swastik’s new song ‘Baccha Party’ on 17th October.
Last year in April he was admitted to Mumbai’s Breach Candy
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Release
A few days back, Kodak shared the album cover
of �Back for Everything’ on his Instagram profile
where the artist could be seen sitting on the
bonnet. The album cover is specially designed to
offer a retro sci-fi essence concerning the movie
‘Back to the Future’. The latest album is coming
out two years after the release of his last studio
album, ‘Bill Israel’ dropped in 2020. Although,
last year he dropped a quick-fire EP named
‘happy Birthday Kodak’.
The upcoming album is going to fourth LP and
another addition to his musical arsenal that is
going to break all the records. The album will be
consisting of a total of 19 tracks including some
previous hit singles such as ‘Love & War’ and the
chartbuster banger ‘Super Gremlin’ that is
currently standing at No. 5 on the Billboard Hot
100.This year is going to be quite fruitful for the
rapper as Kodak is all set to hit the industry with
a handful of musical projects including singles
and albums.

KODAK BLACK HAS DECLARED THE RELEASE
DATE OF HIS UPCOMING ALBUM 'BACK FOR
EVERYTHING'
Setting and benchmark in the hip-hop music industry, menacing
rapper Kodak Black is ready to drop his upcoming studio album
‘Back for Everything’ on February 25.

Get ready for a hip-hop blast as rap mogul Kodak Black is all set to

launch his upcoming album ‘Back for Everything’. The anticipation
is sky high with the announcement of the release date on 25th
February. The arrival of the LP is creating a huge buzz among the
fans and followers with the first promotional single being out
already, named ‘Grinding All Season’.
The track reflects a fair portion of the artist’s creative persona and
striving nature that pushed him through these years to reach the
top of success. Just like the title suggests, there is a powerful punch
of hustle and grind in the banger that puts a deep impact on the
listeners. In the track, the rapper has explained the troublesome
year he has to go through just to put his 100% and hard work into
his craft.
The Florida rapper expresses through the track, “I been vibin’ for a
reason,” and the reason is, “I been grindin’ all season. I been
standin’ away from leeches.”
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The rapper also announced that an upcoming
collaboration project is coming soon where the
rapper has joined forces with the iconic British
pop star, Ed Sheeran. However, the details of the
projects are not unveiled yet. Whether it is
getting frisky at the NHL game or craving over
DreamDoll, Kodak Black always remains at the
top of the limelight with his creativity and
unwavering personality. 2022 is perhaps the year
of welcoming his first daughter into the world.
Stay Tuned to know more about this talented rap
mogul.

Indian
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Dutch
Singer
Takes Over
the Internet
by
Recreating
Famous
Songs from
‘Pushpa:
The Rise’
Dutch singer Emma Heesters is
well-revered for covering famous
tracks around the world. And this
time, she chose to make a cover of
the famous soundtracks from the
movie ‘Pushpa: The Rise’. It is the
current internet sensation that went
viral in most countries.When it
comes to music, there is no
language barrier in it and Indian
tracks have proved it again and
again by getting viral
internationally. Nowadays, many
social media users try to improvise
and recreate famous tracks in order
to groove in the Instagram feels.
Emma is one of them who has
successfully recreated many tracks
by utilizing its music and
incorporating different lyrical
approaches to offer a newer touch.
Heesters has already garnered much
attention by covering the Indian
tracks and with the latest video, she
is reaching new heights.
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She has recently made a cover of
the track ‘Oo Aantava Oo Oo
Antava’, an item song from
‘Pushpa: The Rise’ that is currently
buzzing through music lovers. She
also made another cover of the
track ‘Srivalli’ from the same
movie that went viral too.
Both of the track comes with a
different mood and tempo that
Emma has maturely handled and
offered a beautiful musical
experience to enjoy. The video for
‘Oo Aantava Oo Oo Antava’ was
posted four days back in the social
media handles by the artist and it
gathered more than 1.5 million
views already.
The other track, ‘Srivalli’ is still
churning out more popularity with
over 9.5 million views so far.
Emma posted on Instagram along
with the video, “Oo Aantava Oo Oo
Antava • this was the most
requested song of this week!
comment which one you wanna
see next.” As the caption reads, the
artist is looking forward to
covering more tracks on public
demand and there is a chance to
listen to Indian songs in a prolific
Dutch voice.
The fan and follower base of

Emma Heesters has spiked even
more with the Indian music lovers
being greatly indulged in her craft.
The artist has received a lot of
positiveresponses from the listeners
that pave the way for more cover
tracks in the coming days.
Some said, “Super sing like a Telugu
professional singer” while some,
commented “You’re my favorite
singer,” “Love from India,” and so on.
It is evident that Emma is being the
new favorite artist of all music lovers
in India as well as around the world.

World Music

Selena Gomez and Coldplay Collaborate for a New Music Video,
‘Let Somebody Go’ Rreleased on February 7th
Selena Gomez and Coldplay
Showcase their incredible signing
style and storytelling dexterity in
their recently-released hit music
video, ‘Let Somebody Go’.
Selena Gomez and Coldplay teamed
up to create an epic musical
collaboration, ‘Let Somebody
Go’ released on February 7th, 2022
on YouTube and other streaming
platforms.
Released only a few days ago, the
incredible music video received
more than 33 million views on
YouTube. Gomez and Coldplay
frontman Chris Martin have given
one of the best performances of
their career in the song.
The emotional number describes
the pain and suffering that come
with love. The black and white

music video enhances the emotional
pang in the voices of the artists to the
highest extent. The optical brilliance of
the track has left the audience in awe.

scene photo with her fans on
Twitter to announce the release of
the video.

The striking music video is inspired by
Escher and presents mind-bending and
trippy visuals that fit perfectly with the
lyrics of the song. The music video is
directed by Dave Meyers and features the
couple trying to reach one another after
they are pulled apart in New York City.
The melodic low of the track blends into
the beautiful cinematography of the
music video making it hard to be
ignored. The comment section of the
video is filled with positive comments
from the excited fans of both artists.
Though the song is about to break up
and there are so many emotions played
out in the video, it still exudes a positive
aura.Selena Gomez shared a behind the

The video is released after Gomez
and Coldplay gave their first
performance of the song on ‘The
Late Late Show’ in October last
year. Martin’s 17-year-old daughter
Apple has co-written the single.
Produced by Rik Simpson, Max
Martin,
Bill Rahko, and Oscar Holter ‘Let
Somebody Go’ is the third single off
Coldplay’s latest album, ‘Music of
the Spheres’ released last year on
October 15th.
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Musical career
Lata struggled from a very young age to make a
career as a singer to support her family. She
began her career by recording a song for the 1942
Marathi movie ‘Kiti Hasaal’. In 1948, she was
rejected by producer Sashadhar Mukherjee as he
described her voice as ‘too thin’. Her then
mentor Gulam Haider replied by saying that in
the coming years producers will be begging to
work with her and his prediction came true very
soon. In 1945 she moved to Mumbai but she
recorded her first big hit song in 1949, ‘Aayega
Aanewala’ from the movie ‘Mahal’. After that,
she became one of the most popular singers in
the Hindi film industry. Lata herself declared
Haider as her godfather in 2013.

THE LIFE AND LEGACY OF INDIA’S QUEEN OF
MELODY LATA MANGESHKAR
The Nightingale of India, Lata Mangeshkar died on February 6th,
2022. She left behind a colossal legacy that made her immortal in
the eyes of her billions of fans.Lata Mangeshkar, India’s one of the
best known cultural icons and a legendary singer who defined
music for generations died this Sunday on February 6th, 2022. Her
death has left everyone in shock from the music industry,
politicians, businesses leads, and celebrities to ordinary people.
She was given a state funeral with politicians and the biggest
personalities united to pay her last respect on Sunday morning.
The renowned singer has sung more than a thousand songs in Hindi
films and over thirty-six other Indian languages.

Early Life
Lata Mangeshkar was born in Indore, Madhya Pradesh on
September 28, 1929. Her father also came from a cultural
background. Her father Pandit Deenanath Mangeshkar was a
classical singer and theater artist. Lata was the eldest daughter
named Hema at birth, but her parents later renamed her Lata. Her
other siblings are Asha, Usha, Meena, and Hridaynath. They have
also accomplished musicians in India as well. Lata started acting
from the age of five in musical plays in a theater comp any that was
run by her father.
She soon started singing in the plays as well. On her first day of
school, she started giving singing lessons to her classmates. When a
teacher told her to stop she became so offended that she refused to
go to the school again. Her father died in 1942 when she was only
13. The family experienced a financial crisis as her father was the
only earner in the family.
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In her seven-decade-long career, Lata
Mangeshkar has sung for countless films. She
has recorded songs in more than 36 Indian
languages with perfection. Because of her
charming and unique voice, she has been named
the ‘Nightingale of India’. She has an
unbelievable impact on music lovers from all age
groups who not only love but admire her for her
incredible talent and contribution to the Indian
music industry. She has been compared to Devi
Saraswati herself by her fans. She has fans not
just in India but all over the world.
Best known for her exceptional vocal skills and
versatile style, she has lent her voice to actresses
from Madhubala to Priyanka Chopra with ease.
She has also shown dexterity in singing in
different genres from pop to ghazal.
The born-talented artist has worked with some
of the most iconic music directors like R D
Burman, Madan Mohan, A R Rahman,
Laxmikant-Pyarelal, and more in her long career.
Her most popular songs with Madan Mohan are
‘Lag Jaa Gale’, ‘Aap Ki Nazron Ne Samjha’, and
‘Naina Barse Rim Jhim’ among others. He worked
on more than 700 songs with Laxmikant-Pyarelal
such as ‘Mere Naseeb Mein’, ‘Sheesha Ho Ya Dil
Ho’, and more. R famous songs with R D Burman
are ‘Piya Tose’, ‘Gata Rahe Mera Dil’, and more.
Collaborating with A

Indian Music
years of singing. She has received many awards
in the country and outside of India for her
singing magnificence. She was awarded with
Bharat Ratna, India’s highest civilian honor in
2001. She received her Padma Bhushan in 1969,
Maharashtra Bhushan in 1997, Dadasaheb Phalke
Award in 1989, Padma Vibhushan in 1999, and
Legion of Honour in 2007.
She also received Filmfare Award for Best
Female Playback Singer, National Film Awards,
Filmfare Lifetime Achievement Award, BFJA
Awards, and more for her singing over the years.

Philanthropy

R Rahman she created major hits like ‘O Paalanhaare’ from the 2001
movie Lagaan, ‘Luka Chupi’ from ‘Rang de Basanti’, and more. Her
last full-length album was for the 2004 movie ‘Veer Zaara’ by Yash
Chopra.

Her last song
Despite her age, Lata Mangeshkar did not lose the sweetness of her
voice. She recorded her last song in 2019 when she recorded a song
that was based on Prime Minister Modi’s words ‘Saugandh Mujhe is
Mitti Ki’. She said that she was touched by PM Modi’s speech which
represented the feeling of every Indian, according to her. She
recorded the song and offered it as a tribute to the Indian soldiers
and all the Indian citizens.

Lata Mangeshkar was also known for her
generosity to her countrymen whenever they
were in need. He has contributed nearly 7 lakh
rupees to the Covid relief fund of the
Maharashtra CM’s fund in May 2021.
She donated 25 lakh rupees for the same cause in
2020 as well to the Maharashtra government. She
committed to donating 1 crore rupees for the
martyrs in the devastating Pulwama attack. She
has also founded a hospital named Deenanath
Mangeshkar Hospital in memory of her father in
Pune.

Illness and death
Lata Mangeshkar contracted the Covid-19 virus
and tested positive on January 8th, 2022. She had
mild symptoms and was admitted to Breach
Candy Hospital. She was put on a ventilator in
the ICU. When her health improved she was
taken off the ventilator on January 28th.
But recently in February, her health started
getting worse and she was put back on a
ventilator on February 5th once again. She died
the next day on February 6th at the age of 92
from multiple organ dysfunction syndrome.
Lata Mangeshkar has created a legacy in the
Indian music industry that is going to be hard to
surpass in the long coming years. She will always
remain the most iconic female singer of all time
in India.

Awards
Lata Mangeshkar dominated the Hindi music industry in her long
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Bebe Rexha
The
Distinguished
Pop Artist is
an Inspiration
for Everyone

Bebe Rexha is a true inspiration to
all artists. The capable pop singer
and songwriter has stimulated other
aspiring artists with her work.
Bebe Rexha the pop artist from
Brooklyn is a songwriter-singerperformer. The multi-talented artist
has flourished her musical career
and worked with a lot of artists. By
her exceptional work, she has won
numerous awards. Her contribution
to the entertainment industry is
undeniable. Bebe has worked with
Selena Gomez to G-Eazy, Nicki
Minaj, Doja Cat, and so on. The list
will not end easily as she has given
so many songs. Let’s look deep into
her career Early life:
Bebe Rexha aka Bleta Rexha was
born to Albanian parents, on 30th
August 1989. The artist was born in
Brooklyn, New York City. The artist
grew up in the same city and
completed her studies there. From
the very beginning, she was inspired
by music very much.
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From early in her life she used to
play trumpet, guitar, and piano.
She took part in a lot of musical
events. She also joined the choir in
her high school. Like this, the artist
has shown her interest in music.
The artist was influenced by
renowned artists like Coldplay,
Kanye West, Lauryn Hill, the
Cranberries, and Alanis Morissette.
Along with playing variant
instruments, she has an inclination
to write songs also. At the teenage,
she won the ‘Best Teen Songwriter’
award at the annual ‘Grammy Day’.
Later on, the artist enrolled herself
in a songwriting class in
Manhattan.
Musical contribution:
At the age of 21, Bebe met the
artist from the band Fall Out Boy.
From then her musical career got a
kick start. She started working with
them as a lead vocalist in their
project Black Cards. With them,
she did numerous shows and
worked on a lot of singles. Later in
2012, she left the band to try out
different variants.
After that in 2013, Bebe tied up

with Warner Bros. Records and
worked as a solo artist, and
songwriter. She wrote songs for
several artists like Selena Gomez and
Nikki William. One of his eminent
works of that time is the song ‘The
Monster’ by Eminem and Rihanna.
That song made it to the US Billboard
Hot 100 and US Hot R&B/Hip-Hop
Songs. It even won the Grammy
Award.
From 2014 the artist started working
as a solo independent artist and gave
her debut single ‘I Can’t Stop
Drinking About you’. The song and
the music video both got a huge
response from the audience. After
that, she got a peak in her career and
got featured in a rap song by Pitbull.
Slowly the artist released her debut
EP called ‘I Don’t Wanna Grow Up’.
Simultaneously the artist worked
with artists like David Guetta, Nicki
Minaj, and Afrojack.
Later on, Bebe got featured in songs
by reputed artists. Her song with GEazy ‘Me, Myself & I’ got in number
seven on the Billboard Hot 100. Some
of his exceptional singles are ‘No
Broken Hearts’, ‘In the Name of
Love’.

World Music

Apart from the US, the artist got famous in several countries like the UK, Australia, Italy, New Zealand, and Canada.In
2016 the artist released a few songs from her debut album; later in 2017 she released the full album, named ‘All Your
Fault’. Some famous songs from the album are ‘Atmosphere’, ‘I Got You’, ‘Small Doses’. The album peaked at 51 on
Billboard 200. To promote the album the artist did a full-fledged tour in North America and Europe. She continued the
tour for 29 days and completed all the destinations.
After releasing the album Bebe worked with the artist of the famous band One Direction’s Louis Tomlinson and
released the song, named ‘Back to You’.
After the grand success of the debut album, she produced her second album too, which is a series of the first one. It is
named after the first album, ‘All Your Fault: Pt. 2’. After acquiring so many affirmations and success the artist became a
part of The Voice season 16, as a coach.
The artist flourished more as she gave more songs. In 2018 she came up with her third album ‘Expectations’, then in
2021 ‘Better Mistakes’. While working on the album she did singles with Doja Cat, and other renowned artists too.
Achievements:
The artist has been nominated in various categories won a lot of awards for her exceptional contributions. In 2017 her
song ‘Me, Myself & I’ won ASCAP London Music Awards. She also won BMI London Awards, for Dance Song Award for
the song ‘Hey Mama’. Apart from these, she won awards for Song of the Year, Most Performed R&B, Best Song, Best
Collaboration, Country Song of the Year, Best Dance Video and etc.
Presence on television:
Besides, working on the various songs and experimenting with different genres of music, the artist seen on television
too. She took part in programs on television also. For example Pitch Battle, A Christmas Story Live, American Idol,
Victoria’s Secret Fashion Show, The Voice, Legendary, etc.
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and accepted by music lovers worldwide.
In a very short span of her career, the kind of
magnetism she has built around her songs is
praiseworthy and remarkable. The exquisiteness
of her voice and her style of storytelling is loved
by her fans. Apart from that, her individuality in
music ushered her to the New Music Time UK
magazine in 2021. Moreover, she was featured in
many music magazines including New Sound
Express, American 21 Digital, Rock the Hip-hop
and many others reputed magazines and media
outlets. In all of them, she gathered positive
reviews for her music. This good phase of her
career is the byproduct of her long-term
endeavor and endurance in her career.

The Album 'Why Chapter One' Is Evidently
the Best Performance of the Merging Artist
TaniA Kyllikki
TaniA Kyllikki has recently released her latest album ‘Why Chapter
One’. The songs in the album showcase perfection of her voice and
command over her unique approach.
One of the versatile singers of the generation, TaniA Kyllikki has
come up with her latest album ‘Why Chapter One’. The album
entails 9 songs. With the unique and organic vocal power, the artist
has adopted a storytelling approach through each song of the
album. With her capabilities of songwriting and music
composition, the artist has won the hearts of thousands of her
listeners and made an individual stance in the music world. Her
dominance as R&B music artist has been proved by her previous
releases which brought her viewers in millions. Listening to the
song, you will be able to experience the sheer perfection of her
voice and congruency between music and lyricism.
British artist TaniA Kyllikki is an R&B singer. One thing that
distinguishes her from her contemporary artists is her sheer
command over her voice. Adding to this, her organic story-telling
approach enables her to provide her fans with a cherishing musical
experience with her song. Since she stepped into the music
industry she showed the audiences her consistency which led her
to this feat of her career. Her singles ‘Why’, ‘Remind Me’ and ‘Lie
With Me’ are evidence of her talent which is appreciated
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‘Why Chapter One’ is a very important album of
her career. The songs in the album capture her
multi-faceted musical expertise. The wide range
of scaling in her voice shows her excellent
command over her voice. Her storytelling
approach is vivid in all her songs. It is not only
able to able to amuse you but also leave a huge
impact on you. For all the budding musicians she
is a persona to follow. So, listen to her songs on
Spotify. You can purchase the album from
Amazon too. You can follow her on YouTube,
Instagram, Twitter, and Facebook.
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Globally Renowned Pop Artist
Taylor Swift’s Career Journey
towards Greatness is an Inspiring
one
The career path that pop artist Taylor Swift has covered
is an inspiration for many across the world as the artist is
still setting records with her productions.
Intro – Taylor Alison Swift, popularly known as Taylor
Swift is an American singer-songwriter born in West
Reading, Pennsylvania, the United States on 13
December 1989 to parents Scott Kingsley Swift and
Andrea Gardner Swift. Taylor was named after singersongwriter James Taylor. Her academic life ranges from
Alvernia Montessori School to Wyomissing Area
Junior/Senior High School.
Artist In Making – Taylor was born blessed as she
revolves around the top ten positions of music artists in
the present time, but the journey to the top has not been
easy and smooth. Taylor started her journey from a very
young age. She performed in four Berks Youth Theatre
Academy production aged nine. Taylor shifted to
Nashville, Tennessee at the age of 14 to pursue a career
in country music. The pop artist is world-famous for her
musical contributions. The artist deals with the pop,
country, alternative rock, and folk genres of music. Her
first step in her career was back in 2004 when she signed
a songwriting deal with Sony/ATV Music Publishing. She
then went on to sign a recording deal with Big Machine
Records in 2005. Taylor released her eponymous debut
studio album in 2006. Her journey of exploring countrypop on several albums started back in 2008 as she went
on to release singles on both country and pop music,
which established her as a leading crossover artist.
Breaking Records – The second studio album of Swift,
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‘Fearless’ was released in 2008, which was a major hit,
consisted of five singles. One of the singles from the album
‘Love Story’ peaked at number four on the Billboard 100
and number one in Australia. The album went on to be the
top-selling album of 2009 in the United States. Swift also
performed as a supporting act for Keith Urban’s Escape
Together World Tour in 2009. She went on to win five
American music awards in 2009. Billboard named her
2009’s Artist of the Year. She also got hold of the title of
Grammy Awards as Fearless was named Album of the Year.
She was also named as the entertainer of the year,
becoming the youngest person to win the award. In 2010,
Swift released ‘Mine’, the lead single from her third studio
album ‘Speak Now’ that entered the U.S. Billboard Hot 100
at number three. The album crossed first week sales of a
million copies, which earned her the accolade of Guinness
World Records. She went on to win the award for Best
Country Song and Best Country Solo Performance for
‘Mean’ at the 54th Grammy Awards in 2012. Swift came up
with her fourth studio album ‘Red’ in 2012, which became
her first number one in the United States and she topped
the charts on iTunes.
The Peak & Prime – Swift started working on her fifth
studio album ‘1989’ in 2014 when she was residing in New
York City. The album was influenced by 1980s synth-pop.
The album was released on 27 October 2014. The album
sold 1.28 million copies in the first week, making Taylor the
first act to have three albums sell more than one million
copies in their opening week and again earned her the
accolade of Guinness World Records. The 1989 World tour,
which ran from May to December 2015, was the highestgrossing tour of the year with revenue of 250 million
dollars. Swift’s lead single ‘Look What You Made Me Do’
from her sixth studio album ‘Reputation’ topped the charts
yet again in Australia, New Zealand, Ireland, and the U.S.
The album consisted of heavy electro-pop sound, with hiphop, R&B, and EDM influences. She went on to collect
awards and break records with her sixth studio album yet
again. She broke the record of 23 awards held by Whitney
Houston as the most awarded female musician in AMA
history in 2018.
New Path – Taylor Swift parted ways with Big Machine
studio in 2018 to sign with Republic Records and released
her seventh studio album ‘Lover’ in 2019. Swift worked with
producers like Louis bell, Frank Dukes, and Joel Little. All
the tracks in the album charted on the Billboard Hot 100. It
went on to become the world’s bestselling album of 2019
with a record of 3.2 million sales. The album also earned
her three nominations at the 62nd Grammy Awards in 2020.

Music News

BTS Wins
the IFPI’s
Award
Again for
the Year
2021
BTS has won the IFPI’s 2021 Award
for Global Recording Artist of the
Year and this is the second time for
the greatest boy band.
Top charting South Korean K-pop
band BTS is adding more nods to
their achievements by winning the
IFPI’s 2021 Award for Global
Recording Artist of the Year. On
February 24, the International
Federation of the Phonographic
Industry (IFPI) has announced the
award.
IFPI represents the worldwide
recording industry that offers
recognition through the awards and
BTS is the first act to achieve this
award for two consecutive years.
The Grammy Award-winning K-pop
band has already won the award for
the year 2020.
Previously, many other artists have
earned the award twice like Taylor
Swift and Drake. However, wins did
not take in consecutive years.
IFPI has explained that this honor is
a cumulative evaluation of a music
artist or group’s worldwide
performance and presence. It
includes total earning across the
digital and physical music formats
such as online streaming, vinyl
records, and the influence of the
entire discography.

The competition was tough on
IFPI’s Global Artist Chart
countdown with all the influential
music moguls on the top 10 list.
Adele, Taylor Swift, Ed Sheeran,
and Drake were part of the top 5
artists, on the other hand, Billie
Eilish, Justin Beiber, The Weeknd,
Olivia Rodrigo and K-pop group
SEVENTEEN were part of the top
10 lisThe seven members of the
BTS namely SUGA, V, RM, Jin, Jhope, Jimin, and Jungkook have
faced tough competition against
all the stars.

Frances Moore, the chief executive
of IFPI said, “BTS’ phenomenal
success over the last year is a
testament to their creativity, hard
work, and ongoing commitment to
continuing to find ways to bring
their music to the world.”
He further added, “By performing
in three different languages, they

demonstrate their extraordinarily
unique global appeal, and their
dynamic and passionate fanbase has
helped to make them the first artists
in history to top the Global Artist
Chart in two consecutive years.”
He finally concluded, “We would like
to wish RM, Jin, SUGA, j-hope, Jimin,
V, and Jung Kook and all who work on
their team huge congratulations on
winning the Global Recording Artist
of the Year Award and on another
year of brilliant success.”
2021 was quite a fruitful year for BTS
three of the musical hits at the no.1
position on the Billboard Hot 100.
The tracks are ‘Butter, ‘Permission to
Dance’ and the lastly the
collaboration project with Coldplay,
‘My Universe’. The track butter has
spent more than 10 weeks on the top
charts.Currently, the K-pop group is
looking forward to their four shows
on April 8, 9, 15, and 16 at the
Allegiant Stadium in Las Vegas.
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Britney Spears has Signed a 15 Million Dollar Book Deal and is
Set to Release a Tell-All Memoir
Three months after her long-held
conservatorship ended, famous pop
star Britney Spears has signed a
massive book deal worth 15 million
dollars.
Britney Spears is gearing up to share
and speak about her side of the
story.
PEOPLE confirmed that the ‘Toxic’
singer, 40, has inked a $15million
book contract with Simon &
Schuster for a tell-all memoir.
The booking agreement was first
announced by Page Six, three
months after Britney’s 13-year
conservatorship was received by a
judge.
Britney’s publicist and lawyer have
not replied to demands for
comment. Requests for comment
were not immediately returned by
Simon & Schuster.

The pop artist has been public about her
estrangement from her family, including
her father Jamie, mother Lynne, and
sister Jamie Lynn, in recent months.
In October, she said on social media,
“This message is to my family ... for
hurting me deeper than you'll ever know
!!!.”. “I know the conservatorship is
about to be over but I still want justice
!!!.”
Britney, who has claimed she has been
the victim of “conservatorship abuse”
over the previous decade, is still
embroiled in legal disputes with Jamie,
who has demanded that he pay his legal
bills even though her conservatorship
was ended in November.
Jamie, 69, requested that his daughter’s
estate pay his legal team for “ongoing
fiduciary obligations connected to the
winding-up of the Conservatorship of
the Person and Estate” in court filings
submitted in December 2021.
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Britney responded in January with
paperwork stating that while acting
as her conservator, Jamie had
broken California’s standards of
conduct by engaging in financial
malfeasance.
On Jan 19, at a court hearing to
address legal fees, Los Angeles
Judge Brenda Penny did not make a
ruling on Jamie's request, instead
decided that it would be discussed
in a hearing on July 27.
On her Instagram account last week,
the singer revealed a letter she
received from the United States
Congress, signed by Congressmen
Charlie Crist and Eric Swalwell,
which included an offer to meet.
Britney and her lawyer Mathew
Rosengart were congratulated on
their recent “historic victories” in
the letter, which was dated
December 1, 2021.

Event News

The MuchAwaited Music
Festival
'Splendour in
Nottingham'
Finally
Announced to
be Held on
23rd and 24th
July
The officials of the Splendour
music festival have finally
announced the dates for the event.
The much-awaited event will take
place on 23rd and 24th July.
Splendour Music festival in
Nottingham is returning after being
canceled for two consecutive years
in the month of July. Six artists, who
were originally booked for the past
two years, are going to participate
this year.
The names of the artists are Richard
Ashcroft, Sleeper, Becky Hill,
Belinda Carlisle, Superglass, and
The Selector.
This year the performances will take
place across two stages on 23rd and
24th July. The further
announcement of the performances
is yet to be made by the authority.
About the much-anticipated music
event, the organizer DHP family
stated, “happy to be taking
Splendour into a second day after
going two years without a festival"
“We're very pleased to have kept so
many artists from what would have
been our 2020 line-up on the bill

and are delighted to add loads of
additional names to give those
who have kept hold of their tickets
something new to get excited for”,
said by Anton Lockwood, the
director of live.
The deputy leader of Nottingham
city council, Sally Longford
showed his excitement about the
matter, "We are so pleased that
Splendour is not only returning
this yearbut it is coming back with
two days of wonderful family
entertainment.”
He further added, “We look
forward to welcoming everybody
back to Wollaton Park this
summer."

more artists joining Richard
Ashcroft, Supergrass, Becky Hill, and
more! To say we’re excited is an
understatement!
Tickets are on sale tomorrow at 7 am
alongside the big reveal. Expect an
eclectic mix of already announced
artists, newer acts, Splendour
debutantes, and established heavy
hitters across both days!”
The show, after its commencement in
2008 in England, has been able to
create buzz every time it hit the
stage. Fans wait for the show
throughout the year to see the
colours of the festivals. The quest for
two long years is finally over with the
official announcement yesterday.

The official website of Splendour
in Nottingham on 22nd February
made a splendid announcement of
the event.
The article goes- “That’s right!
We’ve missed you so much over
the last few years that we’re
doubling the fun at Splendour in
2022 for a two-day party in the
park over Saturday 23rd
July and Sunday 24th July!
We’ve got some huge names
coming to join us, with all being
revealed tomorrow, including
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And they surely will deliver more exciting and compelling
music videos in the future as well.

Musical Career :
The power-packed duo is known for its realism and witty
mannerism. They have started their journey a year back, by
releasing their first music video ‘Dough Boy-Leave em
behind’ online. This song is also very honest and the
ambiance present in this song is very soothing and lyrical,
conveying hope along with the song.

The Power-packed
Duo Relentless Hope
is Back with a New
Compelling Number
'Still King' on 4th
February
The Music Duo Relentless Hope has dropped
another engaging number ‘Still King’, talking
about recent pandemic presenting them with
their overpowering musical forms.

About:
David and Jahnna are from Florida. They have been
making music in the Alternative Hip Hop genre with their
extensive musicality. The duo is famous with the name,
Relentless Hope.
And it’s been over a year since they have started making
music and releasing them online. With all the honest
spells and quirky tones that are slathered their songs in
the utmost entertaining qualities. ‘Still King’ is their
latest music video premiered on the 4th of February.
They are all set to bring the entire diversifying sensitive
topics in their music and present them in a satiric form.
The real-life couple is casting the overwhelming and
gravitating themes and adding the quirk and sass to make
them thoroughly enjoyable.
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Later on, they have released songs like ‘Taking Over
Featuring Janette Sevarino’, ‘Dear Jesus (M2), And ‘Hope
Hop’. But their song ‘Bass Hit’ has crossed over 34K views
on YouTube, along with that ‘harvest Time’ has crossed 20K
views as well. Relentless Hope is very particular with the
extensive ways of incorporating their witty nature in their
musicality. They have been talking about honest and reallife marriage issues in their song.

Recent Releases:
They have recently launched their new music video ‘Still
King’. The music video is co-directed by them and 39
Lashes Media. The video is extremely funny with David and
Jahnna pretending to be news reporters and flirting on
screen with all the quirky and funny wigs, they are very
refreshing to watch. The true intention of this song is to
convey the severity of COVID 19 and how the world is
bruised by it. The supremely honest lyricism is not just
scratching the surface but injecting the truthful accent.
The beats are composed well and the oscillating vibes are
completely addictive. Crisped musicality that they have
infused in their music is very overpowering to witness. The
satiric dialect of the song is well executed by the grasping
vocal quality that they possess. They are now performing at
the harvest in Naples Florida. they are also planning tours
in the coming summer.

Upcoming Singer

Listen to One of the Most Influencing and
Substantial Songs of Rock Genre, 'Emergence' by
Roots of Eternity
The band Roots of Eternity has
given some of the best songs of the
rock genre. The song ‘Emergence’ is
the representative rock in the
melodic wrapping.
The band Roots of Eternity has
come up with one of the most
melodic, meaningful, and delightful
songs of the rock genre. The song
creates a sense of majesty around
its music.
The band was formed in 2015 by the
multi-instrumentalist, songwriter,
and composer Jeff Stork. The song
is lyrically virtuoso and musically
engaging. The instrument used in
the song creates a musical one
where you love to stay and take in
every musical delight that it
provides. Moreover, the outright
performances of each member in
the band have fruitfully made the
song sound. Needless to say, the
song is one of the most

influencing songs of the rock genre.
The band was officially formed in the
year 2015. The multi-instrumentalist who
is a songwriter too formed this band is a
creative force. Jeff is a very talented
multi-instrumentalist. He has expertise
in playing many instruments including
drums, guitars, keyboard, and others.
The current two lead vocalists are Catie
Brandt and Stone Devide. The band has
performed different subgenres of rock
music so far. It includes power metal,
rock metal, melodic rock, progressive
rock, and others. The new age rock band
has become the new hope and carrier of
the genre.
The rock band Roots of Eternity has
already achieved the popularity that is
seemingly unreal to have within such a
brief period of time. The songs of the
bands are of wide-spectrum. Although
all fall into the category of rock music,
the variations they provide with each
song they compose are multifaceted and

multi-purpose.The messages they
want to deliver to their listeners are
done with extreme clarity
perfection. Some of their most
popular songs are ‘The Eyes of the
Moon’, ‘The Winter of Discontent’,
Only Time, and others.
One of the earliest songs of the
band is ‘Emergence’. The song is
one of the most loved and admired
of the band too. Releasing soon
after its release in 2020, the song
was responded all around. The song
brings the essence of authentic rock
music. One of the main reasons why
people loved the song was its
combination of metallic rock music
and melodic vocals. Listening to the
song, a listener will get a unique
sensuous feeling, which will
motivate them at the same time
relax their mind with pure melody.
And this makes this song highly
recommended.The song is available
on Spotify.
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in the industry by giving exclusive songs back to
back. The multi-talented artist has caught
everyone’s attention with his opulent tracks. His
videos bring a joyous and electrifying vibe that
lifts mood very easily.
His works are filled with insightful lyricism and
hooky tunes that grab the interest easily. He is an
independent artist and makes all these
outstanding songs on his own. The rhythm of his
tracks is also very catchy, which clicks at the very
beginning. His songs grow at a steady pace which
slowly increases and gets engraved on his mind.
But all of his crafts have different significant
qualities which make them different from any
other songs.
It can be said that Ajking Trap is compatibly new
in the industry but this profound artist has given
a lot of songs that have gathered a huge amount
of listeners. The thematic flow of his songs has
gathered love from all the music enthusiasts.
Some of his praiseworthy works are, ‘Vwazine Ou
Belle’, ‘Men Mwen’, ‘Banm Kok Mwen’, and ‘Poko
Pare’. The lyrically and musically enriched songs
have not only entertained people but brought an
energetic vibe too.

AJKING TRAP CAME WITH AN ECSTATIC
MUSIC VIDEO, NAMED 'FANM NEG YO'
Ajking Trap, the new artist from New Jersey shared his latest music
video, titled ‘Fanm Neg Yo’ that brings out the energetic and
refreshing vibe with it.
The new-age artist Ajking Trap is shocking everyone with his
stupendous soundscapes. Recently the artist shared a new music
video on YouTube, named ‘Fanm Neg Yo’. This new video is
obtaining a lot of positive responses from the audience just like his
previous work. The young and talented musician has come up with
a well-versed piece of music.
Hails from New Jersey, Ajking Trap is spreading his musical charm
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His works are being loved for their positive vibes.
All of his tracks are exceptionally good, and
diverse from every aspect. This artist belongs to
Haitian culture. With his magnificent and
significant works, he wants to represent his
culture.
Ajking Trap has recently shared a music video on
his YouTube channel. The song is named ‘Fanm
Neg Yo’. The outstanding presentation has
shaken the world of music. This new song has
created a buzz among all music lovers. Along
with prolific lyricism and music, the video is
impressive too.
The breezy music goes perfectly with the video.
Except this the artist has given a lot of tracks too,
those are ‘Nigga we lit’, ‘GENLE M RICH’, ‘DEPIM
SOU KOULE’, and ‘Kew Ap Fe San’. All of his
crafts are available on YouTube and
SoundCloud. Follow him on Instagram,
Facebook, and Twitter to know more about his
work.

Upcoming

Singer

Artist
Ty5odopee Is
Poignant with
His Hip-Hop
Tracks As They
Embed His Life
Struggle
Ty5odopee turning all his life
struggles into musical excellence
has given powerful hip-hop tracks.
Owing to them, he starts getting
recognition at his early phase.
Artist Ty5odopee has come up with
his two powerful and moody hiphop performances. Redefining the
hip-hop music genre, the artist has
given two of the best songs of the
genre. Being musically groovy and
upbeat and lyrically captivating, the
songs of the artist have torn off all
the boundaries of hip-hop music
and transcended beyond its
horizon. Moreover, the songs are so
engaging that one cannot hold his
emotions in. Moreover, the
versatility of the artist has spoken
through his songs and adds
qualitative layers to each song.
If you are a hip-hop fan, love to
enjoy the raw and authentic
features of the genre, his songs are
highly recommended for you.
The artist has got the solace of life
in music. It has become the spirit of
fighting the depression of his life.
When nothing could retrieve him
from the agony of his existence, it is
the music that not only has kept
him alive but also has given him the
reason to look up to it.
Moreover, the artist has roamed
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places to places due
to homelessness. Years later, his
life struggle has become his
achievement. The artist has won
hearts with his amazing songs and
made a separate place in the hearts
of hip-hop lovers.
Till now, the artist has released his
two powerful hip-hop tracks. One
is ‘5orrow’ and another is
‘1Ntentions’. The tracks are
creatively crafted by the artist.
Both the tracks have the musical
potential to detach you from all
the earthly bonds and make you
acquainted with the world of
music where he has experienced
peace in the true sense. The songs
are lyrically powerful,
conceptually strong and
expressive, and musically upbeat.

Although his songs are less
in quantity, the quality has never
been compromised by him.
In addition, the voice of the artist has
done the rest of the job. However, the
lyrics of his songs are the most
significant element that builds
engagement with audiences. They
have become the bridge of the heart
of the artist and his songs too.
In both the songs the artist has
applied his spell in songwriting
So, listen to the songs of Ty5odopee
on Apple Music. You can even listen
to them on other music platforms
such as Soundcloud and Spotify.
To know him further, and to not miss
any update subscribe to his YouTube
channel and follow him on
Instagram.

Upcoming Singer

The Album
‘Summer
Rainbow’
by the Guff
Pack
Acquaints
Us to the
Authenticity
of the Rock
Music
The Guff Pack has released the
latest album ‘Summer Rainbow’.
The album comprises 11 songs and
all the songs are musically rich and
creatively expressive.
Musically rich, lyrically
commanding, and creatively
expressive, the album ‘Summer
Rainbow’ brings the essence of rock
music holistically.
The newly formed band The Gruff
Pack releases eleven powerful
performances in the album. The
songs are diverse and emotion felt
through their zealous lyricism. The
band with its performances in the
album has inclined to trend in the
hearts of rock music lovers.
The passion and dedication they
have shown in the songs are highly
appreciated. Listening to the song
will make you feel that you are back
in the era of real rock music.

About:
The band is quite new to the music
world. The musicians of the band
are seasoned. Two partners Luke
and Damien started the band
together. Luke, the drummer had
to be out from the album due to an
injury. However, they both have
some plans to collaborate on
future projects.

Musical contribution:
The band The Gruff Pack has a
stunning record in producing some
of the best rock metals in the small
span of a music career. The songs
are highly energetic and
influential.
Rock music that seems to be
fading its essence due to lack of
quality artists now seems to be
soon taking its position back in the
music industry with the consistent
efforts of the band.
The musical contribution of the
band includes songs like ‘Burning
up’, ‘Pink bikinis, lollipops, and all
nighters’, ‘Cruisn’ along’ and
others. Now the band is all set to
win the hearts of the rock music
lovers again with their latest
album- Summer Rainbow.

Latest Album ‘Summer
Rainbow’:
The songs of the latest album entail
an amazing arrangement of
instruments. Instruments include
Bass guitar, electric guitar, and
Cymbals. One of the most energetic
songs on the album is ‘Groove of
2022’.
It makes you feel the inherent
passion for music andendeavor for
creating the best songs of the rock
genre. ‘Run to the Sun’ is another
piece of music, born out of the
creative brilliance of the band.
Besides, songs like ‘Petrichor’,
Solstice are the witnesses of the
band’s brilliant craftsmanship.
The way it has captured the vibe of
rock music is almost impossible for
any of his contemporary arts. The
album blends both the authenticity
and modernity of rock music. So,
listen to the song on Spotify. And
stay connected with The Gruff
Pack as they are actively working on
their next projects, and will release
them soon.
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Antonio Jean Is Dedicated in His Craft; Evident in the Deep-Down
Pop Song 'What Do We Do Without Love?'
Pop Artist Antonio Jean has shown
his brilliance in the song ‘What Do
We Do without Love?’ The song
shows his dedication and devotion
towards music.
Artist Antonio Jean has been
resolute in his endeavor to give his
listeners the optimum feeling of pop
music. The song ‘What Do We Do
Without Love?’ is a brilliant example
of his creative craftsmanship. Pop
music is currently trending as the
no.1 genre in the world and he is the
latest addition to the genre. Bringing
both his passion and skills of pop
music on the ship he is set for a long
sail. Moreover, the versatility of his
voice makes his sound more
appealing. The artist soon after his
commencement has gathered a
massive fan-following around his
music. It is now evident that his

charisma has started making the buzz.
Antonio Jean is also known as Antonio
Rowland. The artist is a singer,
songwriter, composer, and music
producer. He was raised in Washington
till 13. Thereafter, he was moved to North
Carolina. During his childhood, the artist
had faced a lot of hurdles. These include
financial instability, homelessness, with
no support to get over the situation.
Whereas nothing could help him get over
it, it was his music that became his back
during the tough time of his life. And
Music helped him to keep going. In 2018,
he lost his mother and after that, he kept
the second name ‘Jean’ after his mother’s
name ‘Carol Jean Mclean.
Since music has always been his only
support, he left no stone unturned in
paying enough respect to his art. The
artist has given some of the best songs of
pop music. Although the artist is a new
one, only a few songs of the artist
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have been released yet. Out of
them, the song ‘Need’ is one of the
most appreciated songs. Although
he has performed on stage several
times and won the hearts of the live
spectators.
The song is a heart-touching one.
The song can make you feel the
lyrics intrinsically. Music is pop and
rock mixed. It provides variations to
the ears of the listeners. Moreover,
the charismatic voice accompanied
by the deeply felt lyricism makes
you feel the essence of the song. It
creates a melodic vibe around and
can consume you fully into it. It
seems that the artist paid his
optimum in the whole making of the
song. So, listen to the song on
Spotify. To know more about
Antonio Jean, follow him on his
official Instagram, Apple Music, and
Facebook.

Upcoming Singer

'The Girl Behind the Wall'
Deserves All Applauds for
CoaCris' Deep Understanding
of the Hip-Hop Music

The subject matter that the song
deals with is unique. It comes as
surprise to the listeners. Listening
to it will make you immediately
connect to the song. Moreover, the
artist like all his songs shows his
versatility in this song too.
Coacris brings a sense of majesty
with the song. The song exhibits his
grip on music and superiority over
others in c
omposing songs. The song is so
deep in terms of musical
understanding and creative
innovativeness.
In this particular one, the artist has
kept the instrumental arrangement
low and let the lyrics speak. It
makes sense because the essence of
the song is carried by the lyrical part
of the song. However, the
background music never
disappoints us. Rather, it adjusts to
the lyrics with its optimum effort
and creates a unique feeling for the
listeners.

The most significant part of the
song is its rap which is raw,
unfiltered, and authentic. This
aestheticism and uniqueness of this
song stand Coascris apart from his
contemporary artist. The figure of
speech, especially the use of the
words is magnificent.

CoaCris gives his brilliant effort in the
song ‘The Girl Behind the Wall’. The
song hits your mind differently for the
artist's deep understanding of music.
The songs of the artist Coacris are the
mirror of his emotions and thoughts.
The song ‘The Girl Behind the Wall’ is

one of the most creative songs of
hip-hop music. Although the song
belongs to the hip-hop genre, the
song mixes elements from folk
music. The raw vocal of the artist
with the corresponding
background music creates a
brilliant piece of music.

It seems the artist has got a good
understanding of poetic techniques
and rhetoric. So, the song is
undeniably a unique song that gives
a different kind of feeling. Listen to
‘The Girl Behind the Wall’ on Apple
Music; share this song with your
friends and family members. The
artist is one of the most promising
artists of the hip-hop genre.
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Mark the Day 18th February on your
Calendar: AreEss3 is Releasing his
Next Big Album 'Vuela Conmigo'

Q. What can the audiences expect from the latest
album?

Ans: A lot of true storytelling.

Q.

Do you want to mention any specific song that is
closest to your heart from the album? And tell your fans
the reason.
Ans: El Viejon is a song I wrote for a close friend Eusebio
Orozco. The struggles he has faced in his life since he
came to the United States. For me to be able to write a
song about his trials and tribulations and for him to love
the song is a great feeling.

Q. Is there any specific reason for choosing the release
date to be 18th February?

Ans: February 18th is the date I first recorded my first
song two years ago. That date is very special for me.

Q. You have talked about your friend and his

unfortunate demise. So, tell the listeners, how he
inspires you to make such amazing compositions.
Ans: I write and record songs to keep his dream alive.
That is my muse to keep working.

Q. What do you want to tell your fans through the
album?

Artist AreEss3 has announced the release date of his
latest album 'Vuela Conmigo'. The date of the release is
18th February. So, stay tuned as he promised to give his
best with this. Spanish hip-hop artist AreEss3 is going to
release his latest album 'Vuela Conmigo'. He has decided
to release the album on 18th February. The excitement
level is high among people. All eyes are set on the day of
release. So, let’s hear from the singer how he is feeling -

Q. All the best, AreEss3, for the release of the next
album ‘Vuela Conmigo’. Just a few days behind the
release of your latest album. How is your feeling?

Ans: It's a great feeling to have accomplished writingand
recording all the songs on the album.
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Ans: Money Ain't The World But The World Do Cost"
Work Hard, Stay Humble, Life and Enjoy Life.

Q. Some career-oriented questions AreEss3: Why did

you choose to become a hip-hop artist? What drove you
to the field?
Ans: I fell in love with Hip-hop when I was 16 years old
and I have been rapping since.

Q. What are your views about today’s hip-hop world?
Ans: I think it's represented well.

Q. How do you see the future of hip-hop?
Ans: It will be as go

Event Review

Review On Super Bowl Show: Super Group of Hip-hop and R&B
Legends Performance was a Feast and one to Remember:
On 14 February, the world witnessed
arguably one of the top Super Bowl
halftime shows featuring stars Dr
Dre, Snoop Dogg, Eminem,
Kendrick Lamar, and Mary J Blige.
Three weeks before, the NFL
released a four-minute trailer of the
show, which was due to happen on
February 14. The show hit
differently as it was directionally
and musically more inventive than
the normal tropes of marching
bands and fake fans on the pitch.
Before the show began, the NBC
hosts whispered it might become
the greatest Super Bowl halftime
show ever.
The show started with Snoop Dogg,
donning a regal ultramarine blue
tracksuit, and Dr Dre, atop a lookalike Compton Street set. The set
had a replica of the MLK Memorial

finished off with Dre with a small outside
of the Compton Civic Centre. The show
also featured a troupe of dancers
freestyling across an aerial map of
Compton’s Streets, and inside the set’s
houses, more dancers and bands were
playing on couches. The emergence of 50
Cent from the roof of one of the houses,
in a hanging position from the ceiling
recreating his classic 2003 video for In Da
Club took place. Before fans could take a
breath, Mary J Blige stood atop the set
and sang Family Affair and No More
Drama.
After her, Kendrick Lamar appeared with
an army of zombie dancers from a series
of cardboard boxes to perform Maad City
and Alright. Then came Eminem, with
his set-piece performance on ‘Lose
Yourself’. The rapper gave an astounding
performance recalling all the classic
memories his track gained

and is well famous for.
NFL came under some criticism for
failing to back players who took the
knee. Several big-name artists
refused to perform earlier.
The joined performance from
acclaimed artists Jennifer Lopez
and Shakira gave returned their
prestige to the slot. In simple words,
it must be said that Super Bowl
regained some credibility among
fans after featuring five of the
defining artists of 90s Hip-hop and
R&B on the stage and led Dr Dre.
There were several rumors regarding
restrictions of Dre’s lyrics,
Eminem’s request to take the knee
at the ceremony, yet both these
powerful moments did happen, and
it was worth remembering for all the
fans present in the stands.
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f the Mridangam. There is a detailed reference of
the instrument in the Natyasastra. It was the
most used and primary percussion instrument in
the Sangam period. It was also used at the
beginning of a war as people believed that its
sound was holy and powerful enough to ward off
the arrows of the enemies and protect the king.
After the Sangam period, it is mentioned in the
epic ‘Silappatikaram’. In the epic, Mridangam
formed a part of the Antarakottu, which is a
musical collection performed at the beginning of
any dramatic performance. This was later
developed into the iconic Bharatnatyam. The
player of the Miridangam holds the title
Tannumai aruntozhil mutalvan.

THE ORIGIN AND MECHANICS OF INDIAN
CLASSICAL MUSIC INSTRUMENT
MRIDANGAM
India was the hub for different types of art, especially music in
ancient times. One of the oldest and most significant musical
instruments is Mridangam
Mridangam is a classical musical instrument that is used mostly in
South Indian music. It is a popular percussion instrument, which is
a double-headed drum and made of different types of wood. It is
widely used in both vocal and instrumental music presentations in
South India. The instrument is also known as maddal or maddalam
in some places.

Etymology
The name of the instrument is formed from the union of two
Sanskrit words 'Mrit' and 'A nga'. In Sanskrit 'Mrit' means clay or
earth and 'A nga' means limb. In the earlier days when the
instrument came into being, the instrument was made of hardened
clay. Over the years people started using different kinds of woods
to increase their durability.

History
Mridangam is known as Tannumai in Tamil culture. In ancient
Tamil literature, Sangam literature there is the earliest mention o
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The instruments have been mentioned in Hindu
religious scriptures as well. It is said that it was
one of the favorite instruments of Lord Ganesha
and Lord Shiva’s bahana, Nandi. According to
the mythology, Nandi played Mridangam during
Lord Shiva’s Taandav dance. Hence, the
instrument is known as Deva Vaadyam, the
instrument of Gods. Another story depicts that
the sound of Mridangam is a recreation of the
sound that was made when Lord Indra traveled
through heaven on his elephant. Many believe
that the instrument Tabla was created by
splitting a Mridangam in half.

Construction
The body of the Mridangam is carved out of a
single block of wood. The insides of the
woodblock are scooped out to make it hollow.
Most Mridangam makers prefer Jackwood or
Redwood to make it. But sometimes the core of a
coconut tree and palm tree and the wood of
Morogosa tree are also used to make Mridangam
these days. The instrument has a barrel-like
shape and its left head is a little bigger than the
right head. The length of the instrument is
generally one-and-a-half or two feet and it has a
diameter of twenty-five to thirty centimeters.
Making the preachment takes a lot of skill to
reach perfection. On the right head of the drum,
there are three concentric layers of the skin. The
innermost layer that is complete skin is hidden
from view. The concealed layer is made from
cowhide and sheepskin is used for the inner ring
and calfskin is used for the outer ring. Goatskin
is also used in some Mridangams.

Music Instrument

The left head has two rings: the outer ring is made of buffalo skin and the inner one is made of sheep or goatskin. The
two parchments are stretched and kept in place with a plait made out of twisted leather straps. The leather braces
connected to the plaits can be loosened or tightened to tune the instrument. Mridangam is very close to another
classical percussion instrument Pakhavaj that is mostly used in the Hindustani traditional music in Northern India.

Mridangam schools
The first school to teach Mridangam playing was established during the 20th century. The most famous and prominent
Mridangam schools then and now are the Thanjavur School and the Puddukottai School. Both schools have their
distinct playing styles. Mridangam playing has become quite popular over the years and there are Mridangam players
all over the world. It has been adopted by various music styles other than Indian classical music as well.

Notable Mridangam players
There are great Mridangam players both in the past and present. Some of the most notable Mridangam players across
the world are Guruvayur Dorai, Anoor Anantha Krishna Sharma, Karaikudi Mani, Bombay C N Balaji, Kovai Venugopal,
Mannargudi Easwaran, Prapancham Ravindran, Srimushnam Raja Rao, N. Lakshmi Ganesh, Rohan Krishnamurthy,
Umayalpuram K. Sivaraman, Vasudevan Govindarajan, K. Murthy, Palghat R. Raghu, Tiruvarur Bhaktavatsalam, and
more. Palghat Mani Iyer, Palani Subramanuam Pillai, and C. S. Murugabhupathy are known as the Midangam Trinity for
their amazing contribution to the art.
In modern times, Mridangam is used in Carnatic music performances. Though they are most popular in Southern India,
they are performed all over the world. It is a very popular instrument that is used in the Yakshagana orchestra as an
accompanying instrument and there it is called Maddale.
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but she’s also a very close friend, I’m very lucky
to have her in my life.”
“The Joker And the Queen featuring my good
friend @taylorswift is out this Friday,” Sheeran
said on Instagram on Wednesday, offering a 30second teaser of Swift’s contribution to the duet.
In a red carpet interview with LADBible at the
Brits on Tuesday, the “Shape Of You” singer said
collaboration with Swift was on the way,
throwing fans into a frenzy. He said, “It comes
out Friday and it’s with Taylor Swift.”

TAYLOR SWIFT AND ED SHEERAN REUNITE
FOR THEIR LATEST COLLABORATION "THE
JOKER AND THE QUEEN"
Ed Sheeran and Taylor Swift continue their story of “Everything
Has Changed” with “The Joker And The Queen” sequel with
lookalike actors, nearly ten years later.

Really, “Everything Has Changed”. Ed Sheeran’s remix of “The

Joker and the Queen,” which features Taylor Swift, was released on
Thursday, and the music video continues the plot of the pop star’s
first collaboration.
Sheeran and Swift’s fictitious offering (who look quite similar to
the singers) fall in love in elementary school in the 2013 video for
“Everything Has Changed”, a track from Swift’s 2012 album Red.
The same actors reprise their roles over ten years later, this time as
college students at various schools as they anticipate a life together
as they enter adulthood.
In the Chorus, Sheeran sings “And I know you could fall for a
thousand kings/And hearts that would give you a diamond ring.”
“When I fold, you see the best in me/The joker and the queen.”
The young couple in the music video reminisces about their
childhood while they go through their college life. The pair finally
reunites in their hometown, where they first met, by the end of the
video.
The song, which first debuted on Sheeran’s album = in 2021, marks
the fourth collaboration between the two pop powerhouses. “Me
and Taylor first met and wrote + recorded our first song together in
2012, ten years ago now, I’m so so honored to have her on this
song,” Sheeran tweeted after the video premiered. He added, “Not
only is she the best singer/songwriter in the world
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After he uploaded a photo of a CD booklet with a
blonde woman striking an eerie likeness to Swift
on a playing card, Swifties and Sheeran stans
were quick to note that Swift might be joining
the singer for a remix of the Famous track.
Sheeran captioned the shot, “Signing some CDs
for something coming in a bit, keep an eye out,”
while fans went crazy in the comments.
The music titans and longtime friends have
previously collaborated on multiple occasions.
Sheeran was also featured on the single “Run”
from Taylor’s Version of Red.

